Using CSE to cite information

The Council of Science Editor’s *Scientific Style and Format: The CSE Manual for Authors, Editors, and Publishers* “focuses on how scientific papers, journals, and books should be styled and formatted...” In this brief guide, Name-Year format will be used. The CSE Manual may be found in the regular collection: T 11 . S386 2014. A copy may also be found in the reference section: REF T 11 .S386 2014.

Books

*Book with author(s)*


*Book with editor(s)*


*Chapter with different authors*


*Electronic book*

Conference Proceedings


Dissertations


Journal Articles

Article with anonymous author


Article with volume and issue number


Online journal article


Organization as author

Magazine Articles


Newspaper Articles


Website


Additional examples for formatting types of information not listed here may be found in the References Chapter, on pp. 547-649 of Scientific Style and Format.